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Femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy of I 2
2
„Ar …n clusters
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The photodissociation of I2
2 embedded in mass-selected I2

2(Ar) n clusters (n56 – 20) was studied
using femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy. TheÃ8←X̃ transition in the I2

2 chromophore was
excited using a femtosecond pump pulse, and the subsequent dynamics were followed by
photodetachment with a femtosecond probe pulse and measurement of the resulting photoelectron
spectrum. In all clusters, dissociation of the I2

2 is complete by 300 fs. From 300 fs to 1 ps, the
spectra yield the number of Ar atoms interacting with the I2 fragment. At later times, recombination
of I2

2 occurs in I2
2(Ar) n>12 on both theX̃ andÃ states. Analysis of the spectra yields the time scale

for X̃ state vibrational relaxation and solvent evaporation. In I2
2(Ar) 20, energy transfer from I2

2 to
Ar atoms through vibrational relaxation is slightly faster than energy loss from the cluster through
Ar evaporation, indicating the temporary storage of energy within Ar cluster modes. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01245-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photodissociation I2
2 in small, mass-selected cluste

provides an unprecedented opportunity to study the effect
solvation on an elementary chemical reaction. The pione
ing work by the Lineberger group on Br2

2(CO2)n and
I2
2(CO2)n photodissociation1,2 laid the foundation for further

experiments in these and related systems,3–5 including
I2
2(Ar) n clusters,6,7 femtosecond pump–prob

experiments,2,4,8–13 and the photodissociation of I2
2 in

solution.14–18 Considerable theoretical work has also be
performed on these systems.19–32 The general picture which
has emerged is that ‘‘caging’’ of photodissociated I2

2 and
other dihalides can occur in clusters with less than one
solvent shell, producing recombined~I2

2-based! products.
The caging fraction and recombination rate depend stron
on the number and identity of the solvating species. Ho
ever, an understanding of the complex dynamics that oc
in these clusters is far from complete.

In this paper we use anion femtosecond photoelec
spectroscopy~FPES!,33 a time-resolved, pump–probe expe
ment, to investigate I2

2(Ar) n clusters. In this experiment, th
Ã8←X̃ transition in the I2

2 chromophore~Fig. 1! is excited
by a femtosecond pump pulse centered at 780 nm. The
sulting wavepacket evolves on this excited potential surfa
leading to direct dissociation as well as nonadiabatic tra
tions to other electronic states with possible recombina
of fragments. A second, delayed femtosecond probe p
detaches an electron from the anion, and the photoelec
spectrum is measured. Since the electron kinetic energy
pends on the difference between anion and neutral pote
energies, quantitative identification of electronic and vib
tional states of the anion is possible when the neutral po

a!Current address: NASA Ames Research Center, Atmospheric Chem
and Dynamics Branch, Mail Stop 245-5, Moffett Field, California 9403
10560021-9606/99/111(23)/10566/12/$15.00
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tial energy surfaces are well-characterized. The strength
the technique lies in its ability to follow the wave pack
dynamics along the entire reaction coordinate on multi
electronic states, without changing the probe wavelength

I2
2(Ar) n clusters represent a weakly interacting syste

as the I2
2 – Ar well depth~53 meV! is much smaller than tha

of the I2
2 X̃ state~1.014 eV!.34 Despite the small interaction

with each solvent atom, the collective effect of many solve
atoms has a strong influence on the photodissociation
namics. We previously reported FPE spectra of I2

2(Ar) 6 and
I2
2(Ar) 20 clusters,12 for which the caging fractions are 0%

and 100%, respectively.7 This earlier work provided infor-
mation on the interaction time of the solvent with dissoci
ing I2, and time scales for electronic transitions and sub
quent vibrational relaxation of I2

2 . Here we consider thes
clusters in more detail and three additional intermedia
sized clusters, yielding a fuller picture of how the dissoc
tion, recombination, and relaxation dynamics evolve w
cluster size. A forthcoming paper details results f
I2
2(CO2)n clusters over a similar range of sizes.35

A summary of prior work on I2
2(Ar) n clusters is essen

tial to understanding the FPES results. Vorsaet al.6,7 excited

the Ã8←X̃ transition in mass-selected clusters with a sin
laser pulse at 790 nm and measured the photofragm
masses. They observed only I2~Ar!m fragments from clusters
with n,10, slowly being replaced by I2

2(Ar) m asn increases
with the I2~Ar!m channel vanishing byn517. The numbers
of Ar atoms present in both I2~Ar!m and I2

2(Ar) m fragments
were smaller than that of the parent cluster, with more ato
lost in the I2

2 fragments. This observation was consiste
with the expectation that the available energy in the cluste
dissipated through Ar evaporation. Interestingly, two distin
I2
2(Ar) m fragment size groupings were observed. It was s

gested that these corresponded to I2
2 X̃ andÃ state products,

a hypothesis confirmed by our subsequent FPES study12 and
try
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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molecular dynamics simulations.25,28,36 Two I2(Ar) m frag-
ment groupings were also observed from larger (n>11)
clusters, for which no explanation was given, but Fae
et al.25 later attributed the high-mass channel to dissociat
on theX̃ or Ã state, rather than the initially excitedÃ8 state.

Vorsaet al.11 also performed a time-resolved absorpti
recovery experiment on I2

2(Ar) 20 in which these clusters
were excited with a fs-duration pulse at 790 nm, then
excited with a second, identical pulse after a variable ti
delay. The total flux of two-photon photofragments was
corded, a signature of I2

2 absorption near the bottom of theX̃
state well. This absorption was found to recover with
exponential time constantt1/e of 127 ps.

Our initial FPES studies on I2
2(Ar) 6 and I2

2(Ar) 20

clusters12 also involved excitation of I2
2 to the dissociative

Ã8 state. In I2
2(Ar) 6 , I2(Ar) n'1 was observed to leave th

cluster in;1.2 ps. In I2
2(Ar) 20, caging by the solvent re

sulted in recombination and vibrational relaxation of I2
2 on

both theX̃ and Ã states; these processes were complete
;200 ps and;35 ps, respectively. More recently, FPES w
used to detect resonant stimulated impulsive Raman sca
ing in the ground electronic state of several I2

2(Ar) n clusters,
yielding the I2

2 vibrational frequency as a function of clust
size.37 Finally, conventional photoelectron spectra have be
measured for I2

2(Ar) n clusters with up to 20 Ar atoms in
order to further characterize the solvation energetics of th
species.38

Minimum energy structures of I2
2(Ar) n clusters have

been calculated by Faederet al.25 and Batistaet al.24,39 The
first 6 Ar atoms surround the I2

2 axis in a ring configuration,
with the next 7 Ar atoms solvating one I atom, and a
additional atoms cluster to the other I atom, completing a
shell atn520. Asymmetrically-solvated clusters have an e
cess negative charge on the more solvated I atom. Figu
shows calculated structures for three cluster sizes;n56, 12,
and 20.

Maslen et al.21 investigated the effect of solvent o
charge localization in different I2

2 electronic states. In theX̃
andÃ states~see Fig. 1!, excess negative charge is associa
with the more solvated atom, localizing completely at su

FIG. 1. Potential energy curves for bare I2
2. Solid lines, I2

2. Dotted lines, I2.
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ciently large internuclear distances. In theÃ8 state, however,
the polarizability of the molecule is negative along the2

2

axis,25 so that the charge tends to localize on the less
vated atom. The (X̃,Ã) andÃ8 states are termed normal an
anomalous charge-switching states, respectively. When I2

2 is
excited by the pump pulse, the lowest energy solvent c
figuration on theX̃ state becomes energetically unfavorab
on theÃ8 state. This results in motion of the solvent atom
back toward the charge. However, the solvent atoms are
able to completely surround the charge, because it is alw
localized on the less solvated I atom, resulting in a symm
ric solvent distribution as the minimum energy structure
this state. As the I2

2 bond lengthens, the likelihood of a
electronic transition to theX̃ or Ã state increases; when th
occurs, the solvent atoms will rearrange into a more hea
solvated configuration around the I2, similar to the starting
arrangement. These charge localization effects are expe
to play a major role in the dynamics subsequent to photo
citation.

Time-resolved dynamics of I2
2(Ar) n clusters were inves-

tigated by Faederet al.,25,28 and Batista and Coker24 with
molecular dynamics~MD! simulations, using a surface
hopping algorithm to model electronic transitions. In bo
sets of studies, the MD results were compared to the cag
fractions and product mass distributions measured by Vo
et al.7,11 Many of the experimental features were at lea
qualitatively reproduced by the simulations, including the
modal I2

2(Ar) m photofragment distribution resulting from
excited state recombination. In addition, the latter study
Faederet al.28 simulated the transient photoelectron spec
of I2

2(Ar) 6 and I2
2(Ar) 20 to allow comparison with FPE

spectra of Greenblattet al.12

FIG. 2. Calculated minimum-energy structures~Refs. 25, 39! of selected
I2
2~Ar!n clusters:~a! I2

2~Ar!6 ; ~b! I2
2~Ar!12; ~c! I2

2~Ar!20.
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The simulations predict that I2 and I fragments separat
by as much as 8–15 Å during the first 1–2 ps.24 In the larger
clusters@ I2

2(Ar) n>9#, attractive interactions with the solven
atoms prevent the fragments from leaving the cluster
some trajectories, leading to transitions to theX̃ or Ã states
which usually result in I2

2 recombination and vibrational re
laxation. For I2

2(Ar) 20, recombination on theX̃ state occurs
in 5–10 ps, with vibrational relaxation requiring more th
200 ps to complete.25,28 The number of solvent atoms lost t
evaporation slightly lags the solute internal energy. Reco
bination on theÃ state takes up to 40 ps, but relaxation
much more rapid~;10 ps!, owing to the smaller amoun
~;10%! of internal energy required to be dissipated. Ho
ever, the solvent evaporation rate is slow, presumably
cause even complete vibrational relaxation of theÃ state
releases only;0.1 eV into a large number of solvent atom
leading to a significant lag time between relaxation a
evaporation.

The goal of this study, as well as the forthcoming stu
of I2

2(CO2)n clusters,35 was to use FPES to observe how t
dynamics evolve from the uncaged to caged cluster size
its. Key findings for I2

2(Ar) n clusters include:~1! Determi-
nation of the initial solvent configuration from measuring t
number of solvent atoms around I2 at early time delays
~;300 fs!, confirming the prediction of anomalous charg
switching in the Ã8 state. ~2! Measurement of the time
resolved number of solvent atoms in both the I2 and I2

2 X̃
state channels, providing information on relaxation dynam
from the point of view of solvent evaporation.~3! A detailed
picture of the vibrational relaxation in caged photofragmen
especially I2

2(Ar) 20, which relaxes almost completely over
;200 ps time scale.~4! Unambiguous identification of re
combination, relaxation, and solvent evaporation on the I2

2 Ã
state in several clusters.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental apparatus has been described in d
elsewhere13 and will only be summarized briefly here. T
generate cluster anions, Ar carrier gas~20 psig! is passed
over solid I2 and expanded into vacuum through a piezoel
tric pulsed valve running at a repetition rate of 500 Hz. A 1
keV electron gun crosses the resulting supersonic expan
creating vibrationally cold negative ions, which are th
pulse-extracted into a Wiley–McLaren40 time-of-flight mass
spectrometer and accelerated to 0.7–1.8 keV. Femtose
pump~780 nm, 80 fs, 150mJ! and probe~260 nm, 100 fs, 20
mJ! pulses, produced from a Clark-MXR regeneratively a
plified Ti:sapphire laser, intersect the ions at the focus o
magnetic bottle electron spectrometer,41 resulting in excita-
tion and photodetachment of the ions. Electron kinetic en
gies ~eKE! for the resulting photoelectrons are measured
time-of-flight. High collection efficiency of the magneti
bottle enables rapid acquisition~400–1200 s! of photoelec-
tron spectra. Since the probe photon has sufficient energ
detach electrons from the ground state of I2

2(Ar) n clusters,
spectra are not background-free, so a fraction of this ‘‘pro
r
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only’’ spectrum was subtracted from the pump–probe sp
tra in order to facilitate observation of the two-photon s
nals.

The energy resolution of the I2
2 photoelectron spectrum

has been improved;43 using pulsed deceleration42 of the
anions just prior to laser interaction. This technique, recen
added to the spectrometer, was only employed for bare2

2 .
However, since the resolution scales as (EU/m)1/2, whereE
is the electron kinetic energy,U is the anion kinetic energy
andm is the anion mass,33 the behavier I2

2(Ar) n clusters have
inherently narrower resolution, and light clusters were m
sured at slower beam energies~;650 eV! to improve their
resolution. Typical resolution for 1 eV electrons was 90 m
for I2

2 , and 90–190 meV for I2
2(Ar) n clusters.

III. RESULTS

Time-resolved photoelectron spectra have been m
sured for I2

2 and for I2
2(Ar) n clusters withn56, 9, 12, 16,

and 20. Each molecule was studied at multiple pump–pr
time delays, with a maximum time delay ranging from 50
200 ps. In addition, the I2

2(Ar) 20 cluster was measured at
ns pump–probe delay. Spectra at selected time delays,
resenting only a fraction of the total data set,43 are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Features are labeled with capital letter de
nations, following a scheme summarized in Table I; the
assignments are based on our past FPES studies12,33 of I2

2

FIG. 3. FPE spectra at selected time delays:~a! I2
2; ~b! I2

2~Ar!6; ~c! I2
2~Ar!9.

Pump photon energy51.589 eV, probe photon energy54.768 eV.

FIG. 4. FPE spectra at selected time delays:~a! I2
2~Ar!12; ~b! I2

2~Ar!16; ~c!
I2
2~Ar!20. Pump photon energy51.589 eV, probe photon energ

54.768 eV.
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and I2
2(Ar) 6,20 and the simulations by Faederet al.28 Further

comment on these assignments is presented in the Ana
and Discussion. In considering the spectra below, recall
the caging fraction is 0 forn<9, 0.46 forn512, 0.98 for
n516, and 1.00 forn520.7

Bare I2
2 displays two broad featuresA1 ~1.7–2.2 eV! and

A2 ~0.8–1.3 eV! peaking near 0 fs, and transforming in
sharper featuresB1 ~1.71 eV! andB2 ~770 meV! which reach
their full height by;280 fs. As discussed previously, theA
features are transients from dissociating I2

2 on the Ã8 state
~see Fig. 1!.33,44 FeaturesB1 andB2 , differing in energy by
the spin–orbit splitting of neutral I~943 meV!,45 correspond
to fully dissociated I2.

In I2
2(Ar) 6 , the spectrum initially resembles bare I2

2 ,
displayingA features at 10 fs which evolve toB features by
300 fs.B1 andB2 are shifted 120 meV to lower eKE relativ
to bare I2. This shift is due to the presence of Ar atom
since the I2 – Ar bond is stronger than that of I–Ar, resultin
in an increase in electron affinity.46 Between 300 fs and 1.5
ps, the energies of theB features increase 80 meV. This
attributed to a net decreased interaction between the A
oms and I2 as dissociation progresses and I2(Ar) m frag-
ments form~with ^m&>1, see Discussion!.12,28 Through 200
ps there is an additional eKE increase of 10 meV, due to
atom evaporation from the I2(Ar) m fragment.

A similar evolution of featuresA to B occurs in all the
larger clusters during the first 300 fs and is therefore
shown. In the I2

2(Ar) 9 FPE spectra, theB features appea
150 meV lower than bare I2, and from 300 fs to 1.1 ps th
eKE of these peaks increase by 80 meV, as for I2

2(Ar) 6 .
However, from 2.8 to 12 ps, the features decrease 30 me
energy. This is interpreted to indicate increased solvation
the I2 atom, the cause for which will be explored in th
Discussion. Through 100 ps, the energy increases agai
10 meV, due to Ar atom evaporation.

In the I2
2(Ar) 12 cluster, the smallest studied here f

which caging occurs, theB features closely track those i
I2
2(Ar) 9 from 310 fs through 2.5 ps, after which the

broaden significantly toward lower eKE, and decrease;25%
in integrated intensity. At this point~9.0 ps!, the features are
relabeledD1 andD2 . The broadening and decrease in inte
sity are attributed to recombination on the I2

2 Ã andX̃ states,
respectively~see Discussion!. Between 2.5 and 9.0 ps, fea
ture E appears between 1.9 and 3.0 eV, along with a br
featureF between 900 meV and 1.3 eV. These features
assigned to vibrationally excited I2

2 on the X̃ state. Both

TABLE I. Labeling system of features observed in FPES, with correspo
ing assignments.A1 andA2 refer to transitions to the I atom in its2P3/2 and
2P1/2 states, respectively~same forB, D!.

Label Assignment

A1 ,A2 I2←I2
2 Ã8 ~short-time transient!

B1 ,B2 I←I2

D1 ,D2 I2←I2
2 Ã

E I2 X̃←I2
2 X̃ inner turning point~ITP!

F I2 X̃←I2
2 X̃ outer turning point~OTP!

I2*←I2
2 X̃
sis
at

,

t-

r

t
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by
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featuresE andF become more prominent out to 45 ps.
Similar ton512, the I2

2(Ar) 16 spectra displayB features
initially 220 meV lower than I2, increasing by 90 meV
through 1.1 ps. Between 2.0 and 20 ps, the features broa
and shift to lower eKE by 240 meV, where they are relabe
D1 and D2 , due to recombination on theÃ state. Between
2.0 and 10 ps, featuresE(1.7– 2.9 eV) andF(0.8– 1.3 eV)
grow in, more intense relative to theD features than in
I2
2(Ar) 12, due to recombination on the I2

2 X̃ state. Between
10 and 50 ps, the high-energy edge of featureE shifts;100
meV to lower energy, indicating partial vibrational rela
ation.

In the I2
2(Ar) 20 FPE spectra, theB features appear 300

meV lower eKE than I2 and increase by 50 meV through 1
ps. After this time delay, they reverse direction and are re
beledD1 and D2 , shifting 140 meV to lower eKE through
30 ps due toÃ state recombination; this is accompanied
broadening and a;40% decrease in integrated intensit
FeaturesE(1.6– 2.7 eV) andF(0.5– 1.2 eV) appear by 6.0
ps. The high-energy edge of featureE shifts ;700 meV to
lower eKE through 3 ns, while featureF undergoes a com
plex evolution in structure. The changes in featuresE andF

are due to extensiveX̃ state vibrational relaxation.

IV. ANALYSIS

The goal in simulating the FPE spectra is to determi
at each time delay, the state of the cluster. We do this
evaluating and simulating the possible contributions to a F
spectrum, and then determining which combination of th
various components gives the best fit to a particular F
spectrum. For each spectrum, we seek to answer the fol
ing: ~1! Have I and I2 recombined?~2! If I 2 is present, how
many solvent atoms surround it?~3! If I 2

2 is present, what is
the electronic and vibrational state, and how many solv
atoms surround it?~4! What are the relative populations o
the different states~I2

2 X̃, I2
2 Ã, I2! in the cluster? To answe

these questions one must be able to simulate the contr
tions of solvated I2 and solvated I2

2 in its various vibrational
and electronic states. In this section we discuss the meth
ology for doing this.

A. Solvated I 2

It was assumed that, after the initial~; 300 fs! I2
2 dis-

sociation, I and I2 are well-separated, so that I has litt
influence on the photoelectron spectrum of I2. This is sub-
stantiated by the observation that pairs of features~B1 and
B2! are present in all spectra at short times~,1–2 ps!, dif-
fering in energy by approximately the spin–orbit splitting
I ~943 meV! which is characteristic of the photoelectro
spectrum of I2 though shifted to lower eKE. The shift is
well-understood effect, arising from the difference in bindi
energy between the I2 – Ar ~45.8 meV! and I–Ar~18.8 meV!
bonds.46 These differences have been measured precisely
ing zero electron kinetic energy~ZEKE! and partially-
discriminated threshold photodetachment spectroscopy
I2(Ar) n clusters.46

At all times, one can then determine^nI2&, the average
number of Ar atoms surrounding the I2, by comparing the

-
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eKE of featureB1 to the measured values in the above stu
using linear interpolation to obtain a fractional^nI2& when
the energy lies between measured shifts. Figure 5 shows
eKE of featureB1 vs time for all clusters, witĥnI2&, indi-
cated on the right-hand side of the figure. For I2

2(Ar) n>12,
the graph stops when the feature begins to decrease in en
and is relabeledD1 ; this change in direction is associate
with recombination on the I2

2 Ã state,12,28so that the peak no
longer reflects a pure I2 signal.

To determine the contribution of solvated I2 to the FPE
spectra, I2(Ar) n features were simulated from a measur
probe-only spectrum of bare I2 and shifted in energy accord
ing to the known solvent shift. The integrated intensity of t
I 2P3/2←I2 1S0 transition was taken to be 2.0~see Table III!,
relative to 1.0 for the I2 X̃←I2

2 X̃ (v50) transition as deter
mined by comparing the integrated intensities of I2

2 bleach
and I2 ~signal! features in the FPES of bare I2

2 . The inten-
sity of the I2P1/2←I 1S0 transition was empirically deter
mined to be 0.6. The final spectrum was convoluted with
instrument resolution function,33 calibrated approximately
for experimental conditions.

B. Bare and solvated I 2
2
„X̃…

We next consider the contribution to the spectra fro
bare and solvated I2

2 in various vibrational levels resulting
from recombination on theX̃ state. The I2

2 X̃ state potential
parameters and I2 neutral state parameters were taken fro
Zanni et al.,34,44 with the exception of the I2 B̃8 state, for
which the repulsive wall was adjusted empirically to fit

FIG. 5. Center eKE of featureB1 vs time, for all I2
2~Ar!n clusters. Number

of Ar atoms (̂ n1
2&) is shown on righthand axis, as determined from You

shawet al. ~Ref. 46!.

TABLE II. Parameters used in thef (E) function for scaling the I2 X̃

←I2
2 X̃ transition. See Eq.~1! in text.

Parameter Value

a1 0.4–1.0a

a2 1.6
k1 20.02 eV
k2 0.08 eV
E1 1.3 eV
E2 2.0 eV

aVaried with ^v&.
,

he

rgy

n

high-resolution~;10 meV! photoelectron spectrum of I2
2 .38

Anion wave functions were calculated using standard pro
dures for a Morse oscillator,47 and a photoelectron spectrum
for each vibrational level was generated using a tim
dependent propagation method48 to calculate the Franck–
Condon overlap with various neutral states. It was assum
that spectra arose from an incoherent superposition of vi
tional levels, so composite spectra were constructed by s
ming spectra from individual vibrational wavefunctions ov
a distribution of levels.

The effect of anion vibrational excitation can be seen
Fig. 6, which shows two simulated photoelectron spectra
the I2

2 X̃ state and their relation to the I2 potential energy
curves for~a! v50 and ~b! v520. The vibrationally cold
spectrum (v50) consists of an extended progression, un
solved at the resolution of the FPE spectrometer, centere
1.54 eV~the I2 X̃ state!, a pair of narrow features at 1.00 e
@Ã8(3P2u)# and 0.90 eV@Ã(3P1u)#, another pair of narrow
features at 0.65 eV@B̃8(3P02u)# and 0.54 eV@B̃9(1Pu)#,
and two broad, overlapping features at;0.30 eV @ã(3P1g)
and B̃(3P01u)#. The ã8(3S01g

2 ) state is not seen, since it i

not accessible at the probe photon energy from I2
2 X̃ (v

50).
For the vibrationally excitedX̃ state (v520), the shapes

and energies of the photoelectron features change cons
ably. Since the amplitude of theX̃ state wave function is
concentrated near the classical inner and outer turning po
of the potential ~ITP and OTP, respectively!, Franck–
Condon overlap with I2 states will be largest in these region
For the I2 X̃←I2

2 X̃ transition, the large change in I2 X̃ po-

FIG. 6. Simulated photoelectron spectra from~a! v50 and~b! v520 levels

of I2
2(X̃).
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tential energy with internuclear distance produces distinc
and well-separated features arising from each region; an
tended tail at high eKE, arising from the ITP region, and
narrower, intense peak at low eKE due to the OTP reg
The ITP region of the spectrum is very sensitive tov,
whereas the OTP region is fairly independent ofv over the
rangev;10– 30 because the anion and neutral potential
ergy curves are approximately parallel. At higher vibration

levels, the OTP energy increases withv. For theÃ8←X̃ and

Ã←X̃ transitions, the difference in eKE between the ITP a
OTP regions is much less, though there is a consider

broadening forv.;30. TheB̃8, B̃9, ã, and ã8 states dis-
play a wider range of potential energies, so that the O

regions of these transitions overlap with theÃ8/Ã←X̃ tran-
sition, and the ITP regions occur at much lower eKE. T

B̃←X̃ transition, correlating at large internuclear distan
with the I2P1/2←I21S0 transition, appears near 200 meV f
v<60.

Solvation by Ar atoms shifts the I2
2 features toward

lower eKE by stabilizing the anion more than the neutr
much as for I2(Ar) n . These solvent shifts have been me
sured for vibrationally cold I2

2(Ar) n clusters using photo
electron spectroscopy,38 and are used to shift the simulate
spectra. The shifts are smaller than for I2(Ar) n , despite the
fact that the I2

2 – Ar binding energy~53 meV! is larger than
that of I2 – Ar ~45.8 meV!;46 this is due to a somewhat large
I2– Ar binding energy over that of I–Ar. It is assumed th
the shifts do not change forv.0. Note that the I2

2 – Ar bond
energy is significantly lower than the average energy lost
the cluster when an Ar atom evaporates; this was found
Vorsaet al.7 to be 73 meV from the number of solvent atom
remaining in I2

2 fragments from large (n.20) parent clus-
ters. This discrepancy is attributed to kinetic energy of
departing Ar atom.7

The simulated spectra in Fig. 6 support the assignm
of the experimental featuresE and F in Table I. From the
shape and energy of these features it should be possib
determinê v&, the average I2

2 vibrational quantum number
and ^nx&, the average number of solvent atoms. In practi

we find that when^v& is very small ~, ;5!, the X̃←X̃
transition is compact and the shape depends sensitivel
^v&, so botĥ nx& and^v& may be simultaneously determine
by simulating the shape and energy of featureE. For larger

^v&, the X̃←X̃ ITP energy is mostly governed bŷv&, but
^nx& strongly modifies it, so featureE cannot be used to
determinê v& exclusively. However, featureF, arising from

the X̃←X̃ OTP and Ã8/Ã/B̃8/B̃9/ã/ã8/B̃ ~collectively re-

ferred to as I2* ! ←X̃ transitions, is more sensitive tônx&
than to^v&. For ^v& between 5 and 30, two distinct peaks a

visible which can be used in conjunction with theX̃←X̃ ITP
transition to obtain botĥv& and ^nx&. For ^v& larger than

30, the X̃←X̃ OTP and I2* ←X̃ transitions coalesce into
single, broad peak, and determination of^nx& is less precise.

Finally, we discuss how the intensities in the contrib

tions to the simulated spectra from I2
2(X̃) are obtained. There

are two issues here: the failure of the Franck–Condon
proximation for photodetachment from high vibrational le
e
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els of I2
2 , and the presence of photodetachment transition

multiple neutral electronic states. Our analysis shows that
portions of the FPE spectra corresponding toX̃←X̃(v@0)
transitions cannot be fit unless the photodetachment tra
tion dipole varies with eKE as well asv. For example, at
largev ~.30!, one needs to scale the intensity in the ITP a
OTP regions by 1.6 and 0.4, respectively, to fit the expe
mental spectra. This breakdown of the Franck–Condon
proximation is not unexpected, since the wavefunctions
quite extended for vibrationally excited levels, and the ov
lap of the electronic orbitals will be significantly differen
than at the equilibrium bond distance, changing the rela
cross section. Therefore, to obtain the best estimate of
true integrated intensities, an energy-dependent scaling f
tion f (E) was applied to the simulated spectra for t
X̃←X̃ transition,

f ~E!5
a121

11e2~E2E1!/k1
1

a221

11e2~E2E2!/k2
11, ~1!

whereE is electron kinetic energy~eV! before applying any
solvent shifts. Parameters for this function are summarize
Table II. Note thata1 , which governs theX̃←X̃ OTP inten-
sity, was varied in different spectra from 0.4 to 1.0, follow
ing an inverse trend witĥv&, which indicated a decreasin
transition dipole moment as the internuclear radius
creased.

The integrated intensities of transitions from the I2
2 X̃

state to the other I2 electronic states were empirically dete
mined using the one-photon spectrum of bare I2

2(v50) and
normalizing theX̃←X̃ transition to 1.0 as a reference. Th
work of Asmis et al.38 showed that these intensities do n
change in I2

2(Ar) n clusters. However, further scaling of th
ã/ã8←X̃ andB̃←X̃ transitions improved our fits for some o
the spectra; this might result again from problems associa
with the Franck–Condon approximation. In any case,
overall effect of these additional scaling factors is more c

TABLE III. Relative integrated intensities of transitions used in simulat
spectra.

Transition Relative integrated intensity

I2 X̃←I2
2 X̃ (v50) 1.0

I2 X̃←I2
2 X̃ (v.0) 0.4–1.6a

I2 Ã8/Ã←I2
2 X̃ 0.24

I2 B̃8B̃9←I2
2 X̃ 0.2

I2 ã←I2
2 X̃ 0.15–0.5b

I2 ã8←I2
2 X̃ 1.53(I2 ã←I2

2 X̃)

I2 B̃←I2
2 X̃ 0.5–1.0b

I2 Ã8/Ã/B̃8/B̃9←I2
2 Ã 0.22

I2 ã←I2
2 Ã 0.44

I2 ã8←I2
2 Ã 0.66

I2 B̃←I2
2 Ã 0.6

I 2P3/2←I2 1S0 2.0
I 2P1/2←I 1S0 0.6

aSpectra scaled with energy-dependent functionf (E); see below and text.
bVaried with spectrum.
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metic than essential; they improve the fit but have little
fluence on the important conclusions drawn from the F
spectra. The scaling factors used are given in Table III.

C. Bare and solvated I 2
2
„Ã …

As mentioned in the Results, peaksD1 and D2 in the
n>12 spectra are primarily due to photodetachment from
I2
2 Ã state. Simulation of these features is less precise t

for those arising from theX̃ state, in part because no spe
troscopic data are available for theÃ state. A Morse function
was assumed, using parametersRe54.7 Å and De

5140 meV. These are slightly modified from Greenbl
et al.12 to better fit the I2

2(Ar) 20 spectrum at 3 ns, assumin
that evaporation is complete by this time so that the num
of solvent atoms (̂nA&) was equal to the average value
11.1 found in the photofragmentation experiments.6 This as-
sumption is supported by the simulations of Faederet al.28

but may be problematic~see Discussion!.
Transitions from thev50 level of theÃ state to each

neutral state were weighted equally~except to theX̃ state,
which is not accessible by a one-electron transition33!, as was
done by Zanniet al. for the I2

2 Ã8 state.44 In many of the
spectra, peakD1 is broader than peakD2 . The larger width
of D1 is likely due to the repulsive regions of the I2 states
(B̃8, B̃9, ã, ã8), but as these are poorly defined, adequ
reproduction of this broadening was not possible. The sim
lation of this feature was therefore convoluted with a reso
tion function of width;250 meV.

The number of solvating Ar atoms,^nA&, was deter-
mined from the experimental spectra using the energy sh
of the I2(Ar) n clusters, rather than the I2

2(Ar) n clusters. This
choice is based on the expectation that at the large inte
clear distances characteristic of theÃ state, solvation effects
will localize the excess electron on a single I atom to a mu
larger extent than for theX̃ state, so that I2 rather than I2

2

solvent shifts are more appropriate. This assumption
borne out in other clusters by fairly good agreement betw
the calculated values for̂nA& at long time delays and th
photofragmentation averages~see Discussion!. The inte-
grated intensity was assumed to be the same as for I2, which
was also supported experimentally.

D. State populations and simulations of the spectra

For the n<9 clusters, no recombination occurs, a
^nI2& can be obtained by inspection of the peak positio

TABLE IV. Number of solvent atomŝnI2& for featureB1 at ;300 fs, along
with estimated^nI2& for anomalous and normal charge-switching stat
calculated from model structures.a

Parent cluster B1 Anomalous Normal

6 4.7 6.0 6.0
9 5.4 6.0 9.0

12 5.8 6.0 12.0
16 9.1 9.0 13.0
20 13.3 13.0 13.0

aReferences 28 and 39.
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Numerous time delays have been simulated to follow
dynamics in clusters of I2

2~Ar!n>12, and selected example
are shown in Fig. 8. For I2

2~Ar!12,16, where changes are mini
mal once featuresE andF have appeared, only a single, lon
time delay ~45–50 ps! is shown in Figs. 7~a!–7~b!. In
I2
2~Ar!20, where significant evolution is observed in the spe

tra after the appearance of these features, several time d
~6.0, 15, 35, and 200 ps! are shown in Figs. 7~c!–7~b!. Each
figure includes curves representing the I2 @for I2

2~Ar!12

only#, I2
2X̃ and I2

2Ã contributions, the total simulated spe
trum, and the experimental spectrum. Simulation parame

are summarized in Table V. Populations of the I2, I2
2(X̃),

and I2
2(Ã) contributions, indicated byPI2, PX , and PA ,

respectively, were determined from the intensities of sim
lated spectral features, weighted by their relative cross s
tions. Populations sum to unity for all spectra and are lis
in Table V.

In Fig. 8, PX is plotted vs time for all three clusters, fo
many more time delays than shown in Fig. 7. Photofragm
tation values are indicated as detached points on the ri
hand side of the graph. As I2

2~Ar!20 displays considerable
vibrational relaxation not seen in the smaller clusters, F
9~a!–9~b! plots ^v& and ^nX& vs time for this cluster, along
with model data from Faederet al.28 Figure 9~c! plots a de-
rived quantity Ecluster which is defined in the section o
I2
2~Ar!20 in the Discussion.

FIG. 7. Experimental~thick solid! and simulated~thick dashed! FPE spectra
of I2

2~Ar!n clusters at selected time delays.~a! I2
2~Ar!12,45 ps; ~b!

I2
2~Ar!16,50 ps;~c! I2

2~Ar!20,6.0 ps;~d! I2
2~Ar!20,15 ps;~e! I2

2~Ar!20,50 ps;~f!

I2
2~Ar!20,200 ps. Contributions to simulations are shown fromX̃ state~thin

solid line!, Ã state~dotted line!, and solvated I2 ~thin dashed line!. Features
in spectra are labeled as in Table I.

,
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TABLE V. Parameters used in simulating spectra of I2
2~Ar!n clusters at selected time delays.PX , PA , andPI2

indicate populations of I2
2 X̃, I2

2 Ã, and I2 fragments, respectively.^v& indicates the average vibrational level o

the I2
2 X̃ state.̂ nX&, ^nA&, and^nI2& indicate the average numbers of Ar atoms surrounding the I2

2 X̃, I2
2 Ã, and

I2 fragments, respectively. ‘‘MS’’ indicates results of photofragment experiments from Vorsaet al. ~Refs. 6
and 7!.

Parent
cluster

Time
~ps!

Population
I2
2 X̃
^v&

Number of Ar

PX PA PI2 ^nX& ^nA& ^nI2&

12 45 0.30 0.21 0.49 68.0 0 5.0 3.2
MS 0.23 0.23 0.54 ¯ 0 2.3 3.2

16 50 0.50 0.50 0 34.4 0 8.0 ¯

MS 0.43 0.55 0.02 ¯ 0 6.2 8.5

20 6.0 0.36 0.64 0 40.0 8.0 9.0 ¯

15 0.50 0.50 0 29.1 6.0 11.0 ¯

35 0.50 0.50 0 14.2 3.0 11.5 ¯

200 0.54 0.46 0 5.6 0.5 11.0 ¯

MS 0.44 0.56 0 ¯ 0.2 11.1 ¯
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V. DISCUSSION

This section of the paper is divided into four parts. In t
first section, the FPE spectra around 300 fs are examined
all clusters, in order to determine the initial configuration
solvent atoms around the newly formed I2 fragment. In the
second section, I2

2~Ar!6 and I2
2~Ar!9 clusters are discussed

no recombination occurs in either case. This is followed b
discussion of I2

2~Ar!12 and I2
2~Ar!16 FPE spectra, which dis

play I2
2Ã state and I2

2X̃ state features, but limited vibrationa
relaxation in theX̃ state. Finally, I2

2~Ar!20 is examined sepa
rately, since its spectra display extensiveX̃ state vibrational
relaxation in addition to the dynamics observed in sma
clusters.

A. Initial solvent configuration in the Ã 8 state

In all clusters studied here, a peak associated with
vated I2 is first observed; 300 fs after the pump pulse
Simulations of the cluster dynamics indicate that the e

FIG. 8. Population of the I2
2 X̃ state (PX) vs time, for I2

2~Ar!n>12 clusters:
I2
2~Ar!12 ~crosses!, I2

2~Ar!16 ~diamonds!, I2
2~Ar!20 ~squares!. Detached points

indicate photofragmentation averages from Vorsaet al. ~Ref. 6!.
for
f

a

r

l-

n

though the interiodine separation has increased to; 6Å dur-
ing this interval, the Ar atoms move very little.28 Hence, the
number of Ar atomŝ nI2& interacting with the I2 at 300 fs
reflects the initial configuration of the Ar atoms in the clu

FIG. 9. ~a! Average I2
2 X̃ state vibrational level (̂v&), ~b! average number

of the I2
2 X̃ state solvent atoms (^nX&), and ~c! excess cluster energy

(Ecluster) vs time for I2
2~Ar!20 from the FPE spectra~circles and thin line! and

from Faederet al. ~Ref. 28! ~thick line!.
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ter. Table IV shows a comparison of^nI2& at 300 fs, when
dissociation has just occurred, with estimates of^nI2& for the
solvent configurations in anomalous and normal char
switching states, as defined in the Introduction. These e
mates represent the number of Ar atoms coordinated to t
atom with less~anomalous! and more ~normal! negative
charge according to the calculated ground st
structures.24,25,39If, just after excitation, the electron is loca
ized on the original, more solvated I atom~the case on theX̃
and Ã states! at 300 fs, then the experimentally-determin
^nI2& will be close to the estimated number for a norm
charge-switching state. On the other hand, if the electron
jumped to the less-solvated I atom~as predicted for theÃ8
state!,21 then the ^nI2& will lie close to the anomalous
charge-switching state estimate.

We note that~a! the two estimates are equal for I2
2~Ar!6

and I2
2~Ar!20, since the solvent configuration of these clu

ters is calculated to be symmetric, and the experimental
ues for ^nI2& are in good agreement in both cases,~b! for
I2
2~Ar!9,12,16, in which the calculated solvent configuration

very asymmetric, the estimate for the anomalous cha
switching state is considerably lower~by 3–6 atoms! than for
the normal state, and~c! for those three clusters, the expe
mental value of̂ nI2& is clearly closer to the estimate for th
anomalous charge-switching state. This comparison prov
direct experimental support for the prediction that the exc
electron is localized on the less solvated I atom immedia
after photoexcitation to theÃ8 state, thus identifying theÃ8
state as an anomalous charge-switching state.

B. I2
2
„Ar …6 and I2

2
„Ar …9

For these two clusters, the increase in the eKE of thB
features after; 300 fs results from a decreasing number
solvent atoms surrounding I2; Fig. 5 shows that̂ nI2& de-
creases until; 1.5 ps. One possible explanation for the d
crease is that the loss of solvent is due to fast ejection
neutral I, leaving behind a vibrationally excited I2~Ar!n clus-
ter which evaporates Ar atoms until the available energy
dissipated. This mechanism was suggested in studie
Br2

2~CO2)n clusters.19 However, theoretical simulations b
Faeder et al.25,28 predict that, in small clusters such a
I2
2~Ar!6, the I2 fragment simply leaves the cluster, capturi

one or more Ar atoms during its escape. Hence, as discu
previously,12 the decrease in̂nI2& reflects the steady weak
ening of the attractive interaction between the I2 and Ar
solvent atoms.

For I2
2~Ar!6, little change occurs after 1.5 ps, at whic

point the value of̂ nI2& ~1.2!, just slightly higher than the
photofragmentation average7 of 0.9 ~indicated in Fig. 5!. Fig-
ure 5 shows that̂nI2& does decrease to this value by 50 p
presumably due to Ar atom evaporation from I2~Ar!m.1

fragments.
In I2

2~Ar!9, however, there is an increase in^nI2& of 1.5
between 2.8 and 12 ps, followed by a decrease of 0.5 thro
100 ps. The increase in̂nI2& does not, occur for I2

2~Ar!6, but
a similar effect was seen in the FPES of I2

2~CO2!4.
13 We

attribute this effect to ‘‘arrested dissociation’’ on theÃ8
state; the less-solvated I2 atom initially moves away from
-
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the cluster due to the repulsiveÃ8 state potential, but canno
leave the cluster because of the attractive interaction with
Ar atoms surrounding the more solvated neutral I atom.
stead the solvent atoms rearrange to a more symmetric
figuration, and a transition to theX̃ or Ã state occurs. This
results in more solvation of the I2 at the expense of the
neutral I atom which can then easily leave the cluster.

This interpretation is consistent with dynamics calcu
tions by Faederet al.25 They observed transitions to theÃ
state without recombination and found these transitions to
responsible for the high-mass I2~Ar!n channel observed by
Vorsa et al. in clusters of I2

2~Ar!n>11,6,7 since the solvent
can more effectively surround the I2 in a normal charge-
switching state. Although not reported in the paper, th
model also observes transitions prior to final dissociation
clusters of I2

2~Ar!9.
49 In I2

2~CO2!n clusters, this electronic
transition mechanism is present in all cluster sizes and oc
as rapidly as; 500 fs in large clusters.35

For I2
2~Ar!9, the long-time~.12 ps! decrease in̂nI2& is

probably due to solvent evaporation.^nI2& exceeds the
photofragmentation average~2.7! by 1.0 after the electronic
transition to theX̃/Ã state, and the value at 100 ps is st
larger than the photofragmentation average by 0.5 Ar ato
The small discrepancy between the photofragmentation
erage and the FPES value of^nI2& at 100 ps suggests tha
further evaporation occurs after 100 ps.

C. I2
2
„Ar …12 and I2

2
„Ar …16

In these two clusters, the increase in the eKE of theB
features is similar to that of the smaller clusters, and a
occurs over a;1–2 ps time scale, as seen in Fig. 5. In t
case of I2

2~Ar!12, the associated decrease in^nI2& is due to a
combination of I2 pulling away from the cluster and larg
amplitude motion of the I atoms within the cluster at sh
delay times, possibly coupled with solvent evaporatio
However, the cage fraction from I2

2~Ar!16 is essentially unity,
so only the second process can occur.

According to the photofragmentation study,7 there is
substantial recombination of I2

2 , with virtually no I2 remain-
ing in I2

2~Ar!16. In the FPE spectra, featuresE andF appear
by ;10 ps in each cluster, indicating recombination of I2

2 on
the X̃ state. The broadening of theD features after 2.0–2.5
ps, and the shifting toward lower eKE, which is particular
pronounced~240 meV! for I2

2~Ar!16, indicate recombination
on theÃ state. Because these spectra no longer indicated
presence of exclusively I2, simulations were required in or
der to characterize the dynamics after these time delays

In I2
2~Ar!12, although theD features broaden through th

longest time delay measured, and the intensities of featurE
andF also grow slowly throughout this time range, there
little change in shape to any of these features after th
formation by; 10 ps. Only the spectrum at 45 ps is show
in Fig. 7~a!, since this is the FPE spectrum in which featu
E is most intense. Unfortunately, event at 45 ps, the p
signal to noise ratio in the region of this feature made ac
rate determination of̂ v& difficult. We therefore set̂ v&
568 and^nX&50, the value consistent with the calculate
available energy after evaporation of all 12 Ar atoms~710
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meV! assuming 73 meV per Ar atom. Complete loss of s
vent is consistent with Vorsaet al.,6,7 who observed̂ nX&
50 in their photofragmentation study.

Using ^v&568 as a starting point, anX̃ state vibrational
distribution was constructed withPX50.30 and̂ nX&50. Al-

though theX̃←X̃ITP transition does not accurately repr
duce featureE, error bars in the intensity are estimated
20%–30%, and the overall intensity in this region is comp

rable to the simulation. TheX̃←X̃OTP andI 2* ←X̃ transi-
tions together account for much of the broad featureF. PX is
close to the photofragmentation value~0.23!. D1 was repre-
sented by a combination of solvated I2

2(Ã) and I2, using the
following parameters:PA50.21, PI250.49, ^nA&55.0, and
^nI2&53.2. The eKE of D2 is also accounted for by the ex
cited spin–orbit transitions from these states, though the
tensity is lower than in the observed spectrum. The pop
tions of the I2

2(Ã) and I2 channels are close to th
photofragmentation values~0.23 and 0.54, respectively; se
Table V!, and^nI2& is equal to the measured average.^nA&,
however, is larger than the photofragmentation average
2.3; the larger value was necessary in order to adequa
simulate the spectrum.

PX is plotted vs time in Fig. 8 for several tim
delays between 3.5 and 45 ps. Population appears by 9.
and grows in slowly through 45 ps. The slow, monoton
increase in the width of theD features over this time interva
~see Fig. 4! indicates a similarly slow growth of the
I2
2 Ã state, and the large value of^nA& at 45 ps compared

to the photofragmentation average also indicates incomp
dynamics on this state. BotĥnX& and ^nI2&, however,
are equal to the photofragmentation averages. Thus, only
Ã state has not finished evaporation by 45 ps. This
consistent with the MD simulations of Batista24 and Faeder
et al.25,28 which showed that onlyÃ state evaporation
required longer than the 50 ps length of the simulation
completion.

In the FPES of I2
2~Ar!16, the shifts in theD features

are complete by 20 ps. After featuresE andF have appeared
at 10 ps, they evolve slightly through 50 ps, but^v& for the

X̃ state decreases only by;5 during this interval. Therefore
only the 50 ps spectrum is shown in Fig. 7~b!, with
the following parameters: PX50.50, PA50.50,
^v&534.4, ^nX&50 and ^nA&58.0. PX and PA are close
to the photofragmentation results~0.43 and 0.57,
respectively!. ^v& corresponds almost exactly to th
calculated energy remaining in the cluster after evapora
of all 16 Ar atoms ~420 meV!. This result supports the
assumption that̂nX&50, which is also the long-time limit
set by the photofragmentation study. FeatureE is reproduced

by the X̃←X̃ITP transition, whileF is accounted for by

the overlappingX̃←X̃ OTP and I2*←X̃ transitions. Features
D1 and D2 were simulated by theÃ state. The value of
^nA&(8.0) is actually larger than̂ nI2& at 2.0 ps ~5.0!,
reflecting the expected solvent rearrangement on the no
charge-switching state, much as was seen in I2

2~Ar!9.
However, aŝ nA& is larger than the photofragment avera
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~6.2!, further evaporation must occur on a longer time sca
as also inferred for I2

2~Ar!12.
PX is plotted vs time in Fig. 8 for several simulated tim

delays. It rises faster, and is larger at all time delays than
of I2

2~Ar!12, though it never achieves a plateau value. Ho
ever, sincePX at 50 ps is roughly the same as the photofra
mentation value, population transfer to theX̃ state~i.e., re-
combination! appears to be complete. The same holds
vibrational relaxation, sincêv& agrees with the long-term
value at 50 ps.

D. I2
2
„Ar …20

In the I2
2~Ar!20 FPE spectra, the decrease in^nI2& of

featureB through 1.0 ps is slightly less than in the small
clusters~2.6 vs;3–4!. As with I2

2~Ar!16, this decrease mus
be due to a combination of large amplitude motion and s
vent evaporation. At later times, recombination on the I2

2 Ã
state is responsible for the shifting toward lower eKE~140
meV by 200 ps! and the broadening apparent after 6 ps. T
evolution of featuresE andF indicate extensive vibrationa
relaxation on the I2

2 X̃ state. Several time delays were sim
lated ~6.0 ps, 15 ps, 50 ps, 200 ps! to follow this process,
shown in Figs. 7~c!–7~f!. PX for these and other delays ar
shown in Fig. 8.

In the 6.0 ps spectrum~PX50.36, PA50.64, ^v&
544.5, ^nX&58.0, ^nA&59.0!, the I2

2 X̃ state is still in the
process of growing in. It is also so vibrationally excited th
the relative intensity of theX̃←X̃ OTP transition appears to
be changing rapidly in this range; thus, featureF above 1.0
eV is difficult to simulate accurately. At lower eKE, how
ever, the I2*←X̃ transitions accounts for much of the inte
sity of featureF, while theX̃←X̃ ITP transition reproduces
featureE satisfactorily.^nX& is also difficult to determine
from featureF, but an approximate upper limit is obtained b
matching the falling edge near 1.0 eV. TheÃ state, account-
ing for D1 and D2 , has a smaller apparent number of A
atoms than at later time delays, andD1 is also not as broad
This probably reflects a wavepacket that is still in the proc
of moving into theã state well, giving an artificially low
value of ^nA&.

The spectra at 15 ps~PX50.50, PA50.50, ^v&529.0,
^nX&56.0, ^nA&511.0! and 35 ps~PX50.50, PA50.50,
^v&514.2, ^nX&53.0, ^nA&511.5! show the effects of pro-
gressive vibrational relaxation and solvent evaporation
the Ã state. TheX̃←X̃ ITP transition comprising featureE
shifts toward lower energy. At 15 ps, featureF displays two
peaks which are reproduced in the simulation, correspond
to the X̃←X̃ OTP transition at higher eKE, and the I2*←X̃
transitions at lower eKE. At 35 ps, theÃ8/Ã←X̃ and
B̃8/B̃9←X̃ transitions appear as separate peaks at 900
610 meV, respectively, while theX̃←X̃ OTP transition ap-
pears as a small shoulder on the low eKE side of featureD1 .
This splitting of featureF enabled accurate determination
^nX& at both delays. TheÃ state contribution to the spectr
undergoes no significant evolution after 15 ps.

The 200 ps spectrum~PX50.54, PA50.46, ^v&55.6,
^nX&50.5, ^nA&511.0! shows that the I2

2 X̃ state is almost
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completely relaxed. While theX̃←X̃ ITP transition accounts
for featureE, the OTP transition falls completely underD1 .

FeatureF consists of theÃ8/Ã←X̃ and B̃8/B̃9←X̃ transi-
tions, which are clearly separated with considerably less
tensity between the peaks than at 35 ps, allowing accu
determination of̂ nX&. The Ã state again accounts forD1

andD2 .
PX in Fig. 8 rises more rapidly than in the smaller clu

ters, achieving a plateau near;0.55 by 10 ps, before eithe
vibrational relaxation or solvent evaporation has nea
completion. This distinction between recombination and
laxation was not visible in I2

2~Ar!12 or I2
2~Ar!16, where relax-

ation has proceeded almost as far as possible by the
significantX̃ population was present.

Ã state relaxation and evaporation appears complete
;15 ps, soon afterPX reaches its final value at 10 ps, a
indicated by the plateauing of^nA& in the simulations. This
differs from the results for I2

2~Ar!12,16, for which solvent
evaporation from theÃ state did not appear to be comple
by 45–50 ps. Recall, however, that theÃ state parameter
were determined by settinĝnA& in the 3 ns spectrum o
I2
2~Ar!20 equal to the photofragmentation value~see Analy-

sis!, so agreement at the longest times between^nA& at long
time delays (11.060.5) and the photofragmentation avera
~11.1! is guaranteed. Nonetheless,^nA& has reached this
asymptotic value by 15 ps.

It seems unusual that solvent evaporation fromÃ state
recombination and relaxation should be complete by 15
from I2

2~Ar!20 but incomplete by 50 ps in the smaller cluste
I2
2~Ar!12,16. A possible explanation is that our assumption

complete evaporation by 3 ns from I2
2~Ar!20 is incorrect, so

that from 15 ps to 3 ns the number of solvent atoms is c
stant and higher than the photofragment value, with comp
evaporation only at longer times. This implies solvent eva
ration from theÃ state is even slower than in the simulatio
of Faederet al.28 for I2

2~Ar!20, which predict a slow but
steady evaporation of Ar atoms after 10–20 ps. As a res
their simulated photoelectron spectra for theÃ state feature
shifts toward higher eKE from 20 to 200 ps, in contrast to
experimental FPE spectra which show no such shift. It
pears that that more work is required on I2

2 (Ã) and its in-
teractions with the solvent, since the well depth of this st
is only a factor of 3 larger than the Ar•I2 binding energy.

We now consider dynamics in theX̃ state in more detail.
The average vibrational level^v& of the X̃ state and the av
erage number of solvent atoms^nX& obtained from our FPES
simulations are plotted vs time in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, along
with the same quantities from the MD simulations of Fae
et al.28 Between 6.0 ps and 3 ns, the FPES^v& drops from
40.0 to 5.1, with most of the decrease occurring before 50
There is little difference in̂v& between 200 ps and 3 ns, a
expected since solvent evaporation is virtually complete
200 ps. The Faederet al. results have been adjusted to refle
the available energy from a 780 nm photon, rather than
nm as used in their study. The time scale for vibratio
relaxation in the Faederet al. results is similar, and while
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there is a sizable discrepancy between 6.0 and 35 ps,
curves match fairly well at later time delays.

In the FPES data,̂nX& drops from 8.0 to 0.0 betwee
6.0 ps and 3 ns, with the majority of the Ar loss~6.0! occur-
ring before 50 ps. The final;2.0 Ar atoms take longer than
150 ps to evaporate, consistent with the slowdown in eva
ration rates seen in other clusters. The Faederet al. data
display excellent agreement with the experiment at time
lays >6 ps. The agreement is encouraging, for it not on
suggests that the model is correctly describing the mec
nism of vibrational relaxation and solvent evaporation, b
also that our method of determining^nX& is valid.

From Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, one can determine how vibra
tional relaxation and solvent evaporation track one anoth
We defineEsolv, the total solvent energy that can be r
moved by evaporation of Ar atoms, as

Esolv5^nX&DEevap, ~2!

whereDEevap is the average energy lost from the cluster
evaporation of one Ar atom~73 meV!.7 Eint , the average I2

2

internal energy in excess of the final~3 ns FPES! energy, is
obtained by

Eint5E~^n&!2E~^n&! f , ~3!

whereE(^v&) is the Morse energy for vibrational level^v&,
and ^v& f(55.1) is the average vibrational level at 3 ns.

SubtractingEint from Esolv, one obtains a positive exces
‘‘cluster’’ energy Ecluster, representing the energy stored
the Ar solvent atoms remaining in the cluster.Ecluster is plot-
ted vs time in Fig. 9~c!, along with the same quantity calcu
lated using the data from Faederet al.28 ~adjusted for 780
nm, and assuminĝv& f is equal to the FPES value!. Both
plots show a general decrease with time. The experime
Ecluster drops from 180 meV at 6.0 ps to 0 by 3 ns. The M
simulations show higher values at all time delays, parti
larly at earlier times~320 meV at 6.0 ps!, the disparity being
due to the smaller̂v& relative to the experimental data a
these time delays.

The excess cluster energy~at 6.0 ps, equivalent to 2.5
extra Ar atoms in the experimental data, and 4.4 atoms in
simulation! implies that energy is temporarily tied up in so
vent modes after removal from the I2

2 vibrational coordinate,
but before solvent evaporation. The amount of excess en
is expected to be larger at early times, because there are
solvent atoms available to provide for storage of this ener
For solvent molecules with a stronger binding energy to2

2

~such as CO2!, this storage capacity is larger, allowin
greater amounts of energy to be stored for longer time35

Although there is disagreement between the MD simulati
and the FPES data in̂v&, which in turn affectsEcluster, the
signature of a delayed evaporation mechanism is undeni
in both model and experiment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

FPES has been used to study the photodissociation
combination and energy transfer dynamics of I2

2~Ar!n clus-
ters over a range of sizes. The results show how dynam
evolve with size in these clusters and allow for detailed co
parison with theory. Analysis of the FPE spectra yields
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extent of solvation of I2 and I2
2 at each delay time, along

with the electronic state and vibrational distribution of t
I2
2. From determination of the number of Ar atoms surroun

ing the nascent I2 product, the anomalous charge-switchi
nature of theÃ8 state is confirmed, with the electron loca
ized on the less-solvated I atom immediately after photo
citation. Subsequent separation of I2 and I fragments results
in a decreasing number of Ar atoms through;1.5 ps in all
clusters, after which the dissociated products have b
formed in the case of small (n56) clusters, or recombina
tion on the I2

2 X̃ or Ã states begins to occur in larger (n
>12) clusters.

In I2
2~Ar!12 and I2

2~Ar!16, vibrational relaxation in theX̃
state was slight or unobservable, and the final vibratio
level remained quite high~^v&568 and 34, respectively!. In
I2
2~Ar!20, however, extensive vibrational relaxation was o

served, accompanied by evaporation of solvent. Maxim
relaxation~to ^v&55.1! is achieved by 3 ns, with the loss o
all Ar atoms. The average vibrational level^v& and number
of solvent atomŝnX& were compared to the theoretical stu
of Faederet al.,28 which agreed in large measure, despite
discrepancy in̂ v& between 6.0 and 35 ps. Further analy
revealed excess energy stored in the cluster, demonstrat
delay between removal of I2

2 vibrational energy to the clus
ter, and its dissipation through solvent evaporation, in b
the experimental and theoretical studies.

Simulations of the FPE spectra show that significant
combination of I2

2 on the Ã state occurs for I2
2~Ar!12,

I2
2~Ar!16, and I2

2~Ar!20. Although I2
2 X̃ state solvent evapo

ration is complete on the time scale of the experime
evaporation resulting from recombination on the I2

2 Ã state
appears to be considerably slower, in qualitative agreem
with MD simulations. A comparison of the three cluste
suggests that evaporation resulting fromÃ state recombina-
tion in I2

2~Ar!20 may not be complete by 3 ns, in disagre
ment with MD simulations. Dynamics on theÃ state are
likely to be very sensitive to its well depth and equilibriu
internuclear separation, neither of which has been spec
scopically determined. A more accurate characterization
this state, perhaps using a method recently applied to theÃ8
state,44 would be highly desirable.
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